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DUTIES DESCRIPTION RECORD
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Department
fosition
Title
SAW
System
Division

FILER AND POWER SAW OPERATOR

POWER

7 2 - 4 31 0 9

Position
Grade
Position - - - - - - Code

6.11

Number of
Positions

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Rate: $28.84 /hr. x 8
$230.72
18.40
2.30*/hr. x 8 =
$249.12

11 (Temp)

Base Rate (Eff. 7/1/01)
Health and Welfare (Eff. 7/1/99)
Per Day (Eff. 7/1/01)

* Paid per hour worked for the number of hours for which pay is
received.
Summary Duties

In connection with miscellaneous construction, alteration,
and repair activities at various locations in the Power
System, sharpens and adjusts teeth of band, circular, and
hand saws, inspects saw by touch and with a straight edge,
clamps saws in vise, files each to regulating angle of stroke
of file according to class of work and type of wood to be
sawed; adjusts set of saw by spreading points of teeth with a
hammer and swage or by springing alternate teeth in opposite
directions with saw-set; also files saws by claimping in saw
sharpening machine, adjusting machine for angle of bevel and
depth of cut, and starting machine; splices band saws by
brazing or welding, and straightens saws and removes dents
and kinks by use of a hammer on a flat steel table.
Working from blueprints and written and oral instructions,
operates various types of power saws and other power
woodworking equipment to cut, fit and join materials; precuts
and prefabricates materials and subassemblies, does minor
maintenance of power woodworking equipment; occasionally
directs helpers assisting in these activities; drives motor
vehicles; and performs related duties.
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Overtime:

An employee shall be paid for the first four (4) hours of
overtime after the regularly constituted straight-time shift,
and for the first eight (8) hours worked on Saturdays at a
rate computed by multiplying the appropriate hourly rate by
one and one-half (1~) ; for each hour of all other such
overtime, at a rate computed by multiplying the appropriate
hourly rate by two (2) .
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